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1. language

Italian Language
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4. learning objectives

The course programme of Italian Language includes expressions referring to daily language in
order to communicate in simple and routine contexts requiring an exchange of information on
familiar and common topics referring to student’s background and environment.

-    Knowledge and understanding (Dublino 1) Can generally follow the main points of extended
discussion around him/her, provided speech is clearly articulated in standard speech. Can
keep up with an animated conversation between speakers of the target language.

-    Applying knowledge and understanding (Dublino 2) Can follow a lecture or talk within
his/her own field, provided the subject matter is familiar and the presentation
straightforward and clearly structured.

-    Making judgements (Dublino 3) metalinguistic competence
-    Communication skills (Dublino 4) anno Can communicate with some confidence on familiar

routine and non-routine matters related to his/her interests and professional field. Can
exchange, check and confirm information, deal with less routine situations and explain why
something is a problem

-    Learning skills (Dublino 5) maturation  of metalinguistic reflection



5. PREREQUISITES
ITALIAN LANGUAGE A1

6. teaching methods

The Italian Language course will be held as group lessons and students will actively practise
communicating in the health care environment. Particular attention will be given to doctor-patient
interviews. For work are used films, songs, cartoons, clinical cases.
During the first lesson, all students will be given a written placement test.

-    Knowledge and understanding (Dublino 1): Movies, songs, and conversation for the under

standing of the language.

-    Applying knowledge and understanding (Dublino 2): teaching of pragmatics

-     Making judgements (Dublino 3): maturation of the use competence

-    Communication skills (Dublino 4): developing use competence

-    Learning skills (Dublino 5):  developing metalinguistic reflection

7. other informations

The course foresees obligatory attendance

8. methods for verifying learning and for evaluation

FINAL EXAM: WRITTEN TEST AND ORAL INTERVIEW

The final evaluation will take place under the form of a final test based on the programme covered
throughout the course.

-     Knowledge and understanding (Dublino 1): comprehension test with point evaluation. For

valutation 30%

-    Conoscenza e capacità di comprensione applicate – Applying knowledge and

understanding (Dublino 2): comprehension test with point evaluation. Topic: medicine. For

valutation 20%

-    Making judgements (Dublino 3): in che modo le modalità di verifica dell’apprendimento

previste consentono di verificare/misurare l’acquisizione dell’autonomia di giudizio dello

studente? 0

-    Communication skills (Dublino 4): Communicative task. For vatutation:   40%

-    Learning skills (Dublino 5): metalinguistic test. For valutation; 10%

9. program
TOPICS

1)    the hospital
2)     the doctor's tools



3)    the human body
4)    the cell
5)    the circulatory system
6)    the digestive system
7)    the respiratory system
8)    the muscular system
9)    the skeletal system
10)    the endocrine system
11)    the nervous system
12)    the uro-genital apparatus
13)    the immune system
14)    SEMEIOTICS

GRAMMAR:
1)    condizionale
2)    passato remoto
3)    congiuntivo presente, imperfetto
4)    dubitative sentence
5)    final sentence
6)    indirect interrogative phrase
7)    causal phrase,
8)    consecutive sentence
9)    objective and subjective sentence


